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PUBLISHER’S NOTE

Dear Women of Worth,

all that they can be.

This edition of AWLO Magazine has
been refreshingly put together to
uplift you, as we focus on ‘The Innate
Power’ of Women.

This super edition of AWLO Magazine
is dedicated to every woman out
there. You have got an ‘Innate Power’,
we celebrate you. Be Inspired as you
relax and read through the pages.

Since the beginning of the year, I have
come across different women, from
various works of life, especially as I
journey on the course of advancing
the leadership status of Women of
African Descent.

#WeAreAwlo #UnleashingThePower
#InspiringGreatness.

Hon. Elisha Attai

I am particularly struck by their
courage, resilience, and limitless capabilities. These we have chosen to
sum up in these words – Innate Power.
I am so inspired to be surrounded by
these extraordinary creatures, and
most of all to empower them to be
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2 WOMEN
TALK ABOUT

their innate

POWER
keeping-up-with-my neighbor life

good change.

If your most powerful personality
trait was a superpower, what would
it be and what would you use it for?

Tell us about a powerful woman you
look up to and why?

Time management. Being able to
do a lot in a short time. I think I’m
above average in cracking that as I
do believe I know how to manage my
time well even though I’m still Oliver
Twisting the power. I want more 😁

Dr. Dedun

T

ell us about yourself?

Dr. Adedunmola Oluwo aka
Dr Dedun is a 25-year-old
Medical Doctor, e-Health
Manager, Serial Entrepreneur and
Public Speaker. She is well known as
the medical student that successfully joggled four businesses with the
hectic demands of Medical School.
She also runs a free Mentorship
Program that reaches out to
teenagers and youths to become
more than the society allows,
pushing them out of their limits and
impacting in every way possible.
Recently featured on BBC, she has
a vast reservoir of everyday lessons
that everyone has to tap from.
What does it mean to you to live an
authentic life?
Living an authentic life means living
fully, the best life you can live that
is true to your values, faith etc. Not
living a borrowed life (i.e. not the life
your parents want you to live) and a

What are some practical ways in
which you harness your innate power
in your life, work and relationships
and in fulfilling your dreams?

LIVING AN
AUTHENTIC
LIFE MEANS
LIVING FULLY,
THE BEST LIFE
YOU CAN LIVE
THAT IS TRUE
TO YOUR
VALUES, FAITH
, ETC.
Staying true to myself and making
sure I don’t sway from the path I
have planned. Alongside, trusting my
senses and believe when I do sway,
it might just be how God wanted it. I
try not to be too rigid with my plans.
Flexibility allows breathing room for

My mother, not to be cliché but
everything I am is barely a quarter
of what she was in her youth days.
She’s always on the go, thinking of
the next step, moving forward with
plans, taking risky decisions and
coming out stronger at every step. I
am on that same power path and I’m
loving it. Love her to bits even though
we knock head sometimes.
Do you have a power quote? If yes,
please share it!
The best decisions are made when
you least expect it to be the best.
Ok, the light stuff! If you had to pack
a survival kit (let’s say a desert island
situation), what would you put in it?
Matches/lighter, wrapper, knife, salt,
a few clothes, sanitary towel or cup
since I can run out of towels and a
couple of books.
Describe your power woman
wardrobe for the days when you
need to feel like a superhero
A blazer, block heels, body suit and
jeans.
If you didn’t have your career, what
else would you be doing?
Be a baker which I still am anyway.
Tell us the one meal guaranteed to
always put a smile on your face!
Plantain and grilled chicken.
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leaders of our world and sieve the
good from the bad so we know who
is really here for us or not.
What are some practical ways in
which you harness your innate
power in your life, work and relationships and in fulfilling your
dreams?
I pray, I live & lead a healthy lifestyle.
I enjoy my singleness. I enjoy my
quiet time with myself. I try not to
see anyone as competition. We all
are unique with our gift. Also, I keep
a small circle of friends. When I feel
I’m spending too much time on social
media and it’s distracting me from

Bamidele Vivian
Please tell us a little bit about
yourself
I am Bamidele Vivian Osagie. A lot
of people know me as Vien007. I’m
a journalist, singer and radio-show
host with many accolades to show
for it. Some of you may know me
from the midnight show: “Lights Out
with Vien” on City FM 105.1. When I’m
not on-air, I love to compere events
and teach. Recently I co-created the
“City Media Academy” - a school for
young, talented and aspiring broadcasters in Nigeria.
What does it mean to you to live an
authentic life?
A life with God at the center. With
knowledge & wisdom being passed
to others from you before your end
and one filled with love for humanity
and self, because with these, you are
“The Original” Copy of God! What
do I know though? because man
could care less of these traits, but to
summarize it, just be yourself.
If your most powerful personality
trait was a superpower, what would
it be and what would you use it for?
Wisdom! I see it as a super power.
With it you can truly change the
world, and understand your true
meaning and existence in life, if
you ask for another, then I would
say X-Ray Vision to the mind (mind
reading), I’d use it to see through the

8

WISDOM!
I SEE IT AS
A SUPER
POWER.
WITH IT YOU
CAN TRULY
CHANGE THE
WORLD, AND
UNDERSTAND
YOUR TRUE
MEANING
AND
EXISTENCE.

chasing the real dream, I uninstall all
my apps from Instagram to snapchat
to WhatsApp, except twitter and
Facebook, because I need to be in
touch with quick news online so I
check through them. When I feel my
distraction phase is over, I install
them back. Trust me, Social Media
can be unhealthy sometimes. Finally,
relationship; being a media person,
especially one who helps people find
love, the job can be so demanding.

awlomagazine // AWLO INSPIRATION

This love seeking chapter of my life
is still pending, but I focus on the
present and hope to God for a future
of bliss from career to marriage to
family building. For now, I work hard.
Tell us about a powerful woman
you look up to and whyOprah Winfrey, she was sexually
abused at a young age. She got fired
from her broadcasting job at 23. She
was told no several times, it never
mattered, it didn’t stop her, she
kept moving. It’s always been her
because we share the same story,
it is her, and any other woman who
faced same.
Do you have a power quote? If yes,
please share it!
“Success Comes Before Work Only in
The Dictionary”
Ok, the light stuff! If you had to
pack a survival kit (let’s say a
desert island situation), what
would you put in it.
First off, I will not embark on such
a journey. But if I do, then here is
my kit list: Bible, Compass, Water,
cup, Blanket, Hat, Ointment for Dry
Flaky Skin (Women and vanity lol),
Lightweight Boots, Gloves, Garri,
Cutlass.
Describe your power woman
wardrobe for the days when you
need to feel like a superhero
Turtle neck three quarter sleeves,
pants and nice heels that makes me
look smart with a side sleek pony
tail and little nude make up/ Three
quarter Pencil skirt, tank top and
blazer with same shoes and nude
make up/ A simple fitted dress to
show your woman curves that God
gave you and stilettoes.
If you didn’t have your career, what
else would you be doing?
Teaching or singing.
Tell us the one meal guaranteed to
always put a smile on your face!
Fried Plantain and Beans Porridge.

11 THINGS

GREAT
LEADERS

DON’T DO

Matshona Dhliwayo

Great leaders have good habits that enable
them to achieve extraordinary feats.
They invest in themselves exceedingly,
developing healthy routines. But, their
greatness isn’t only reflected in what they
do, but also in what they don’t do. Below
are 11 things remarkable leaders don’t do
that set them apart from ordinary people.
1.
They don’t think too highly of
themselves. They are confident, but not
proud. When wrong, they humbly admit
it; when right, they courageously stand
their ground. Because of this, they become
wiser, learning from their mistakes, and
they become stronger, holding onto their
convictions.
2.
They don’t needlessly wag their
tongues. They think more, do more and
speak less. Even in silence, their deeds
speak for them, and excellence shouts for
them. Before they act, they think; before
they speak, they listen. Before they scorn,
they are empathetic; before they criticize,
they encourage. Before they wound, they
heal.
They don’t wait for luck. They
3.
make their own luck by turning failures
into lessons, obstacles into opportunities,
and tragedies into triumphs. Wisdom gives
them a hundred eyes to see opportunities,
courage gives them a hundred feet to seek
opportunities, and strength gives them a
hundred arms to seize opportunities.
4.
They don’t dwell on past failure
or success. They forget the past but learn
from it; embrace the present and utilize it,
and anticipate the future and prepare for
it—for they know they are better than their

past, greater than their present, and
brighter than their future.
They don’t let critics talk them
5.
out of their dreams. Instead, they
ignore naysayers, master their fears,
wrestle their opponents, overcome their
losses, and conquer their weaknesses.
When expected to fall, they rise; when
expected to fail, they succeed; and when
expected to break, they keep it together.
6.
They don’t underestimate their
competition. When their competition is
large, they outwit it; when small, they
crush it; and when unpredictable, they
do both. Preferring to err on the side
of caution in judgment, knowledge puts
them ten steps ahead of their opponents,
understanding puts them a hundred
steps ahead of their competition,
intelligence puts them a thousand steps
ahead of their rivals, and wisdom puts
them countless steps ahead of their
enemies.
They don’t make unnecessary
7.
enemies. Imprudent people accumulate
adversaries,
intelligent
people
accumulate acquaintances, and wise
people accumulate friends.
It is
conventional wisdom that more enemies
equal more troubles, and more friends
equal more blessings. Great leaders,
therefore, draw strangers with their
cheerfulness, gain acquaintances with
their cleverness, maintain associates
with their faithfulness, and multiply
friends with their kindness. They even
go as far as disarming their enemies by
making them friends.

8.
They don’t try to please
everyone.
Pandering to many is
dangerous, pleasing some is favorable,
pandering to everyone is fatal, and
pandering to the right few is profitable.
Clear about their objectives, great
leaders don’t waste time trying to get
anyone’s approval unless they are a
necessary part of achieving them.
9.
They don’t harbor negative
thoughts. In their minds, they carry
wisdom; in their hearts, they harbor
joy; and in their souls, they carry
love. Because of this, they often
find themselves one thought away
from intelligence, one word away
from kindness, one deed away from
excellence, one step away from
brilliance, and one second away from
transcendence.
10.
They don’t repeat the same
mistakes. All leaders, good or bad,
make mistakes. The difference is, when
a great leader makes one mistake, he
learns ten lessons; when he makes
two, he learns twenty; and when he
makes three, he learns thirty. The more
mistakes he makes, the more he learns
and the less he repeats them.
11. They don’t abuse power. They view
power as a privilege, not a birthright—
and so exercise it cautiously and
ethically. They are kind to the poor, fair
to the rich, gracious to the lowly, and
just to the prominent. So noble is their
use of power that, if you are deaf, they
will lend you their ears; blind, they will
lend you their eyes; mute, they will lend
you their tongues; confused, they will
lend you their minds; and weary, they
will lend you their hearts and souls.
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enator Jewel Taylor is a voice for
the people of Liberia, with undying
vision and zeal to serve. She
attests to waking up daily with a
renewed determination to serve.
“As a politician, service to country and
people has a transformational impact on
those we serve, and its attending selfsufficiency is gratifying. So, working with
and for our people, transforming lives,
lending a helping hand… are those things
that make me wake up each morning
with a renewed determination to stay
the course.”
She is currently serving a second
nine-year term as a senator. “I contested
in the post conflict elections and was
overwhelmingly elected as Senior
Senator of Bong County, Liberia’s second
most populated county.”
Also pushing for ‘women empowerment,
she plays a key role in the legislative
for the development of women in her
country. “I currently serve as Chairperson
of the Women Legislative Caucus of
Liberia. In this capacity, I am a staunch
advocate of women’s empowerment
and have proffered for passage into
Law several pieces of LEGISLATIONS
in support of women empowerment
including an Affirmative Action Act for
fair participation in politics and National
Governance and the Domestic Violence
Act.”
For the first time Liberia could have a
female Vice President, if Senator Jewel
succeeds in the current presidential
elections. She is a Vice-Presidential
candidate to Presidential Candidate
Senator-Ambassador George Manneh
Weah, under the Coalition for Democratic
Change (CDC) Party.
She began her journey as a woman in
leadership in 1995 as Deputy Governor

P WER
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at the National Bank of Liberia (now the
Central Bank), and subsequently as the
President of the Agriculture Cooperative
and Development Bank.

When she got married to Mr. Charles
Ghankay Taylor, she became the First
Lady of Liberia, following his election as
President of the Republic of Liberia.
“I succeeded in the creation and
successful implementation of the
National Emergency Task Force which
provided medical and humanitarian
support to displaced citizens across the
Country, especially women and girls;
and also organized a Foundation for
Girls education which catered to under
privileged destitute girls. I was also
involved in many other educational and
health care projects across the Nation”
Senator Jewel Taylor is our Power
Woman. Defining commitment, diligence
and goal-focused, with her own fair share
of innate gifts, which she believes have
so far propelled her to greatness.
“As a person, I am grateful to have my
fair share of natural gifts. The most
notable of my innate gifts are faith and
trust in the Almighty God, discipline,
hard work, idealistic, goal focused,
inspiring to others, ability to work under
pressure, self-confidence, strong willed,
perseverance, diligence commitment
and action oriented.”

life.”
“As we traverse the paths of life,
circumstances and situations have a way
of uncovering some of the natural gifts
with which one is endowed. I can say that
there are many more gifts with which I
feel blessed that have distinguished me
in my service to community, church and
country… I’m a vessel for positive change
in society and this remains a source of
my strength and motivation.”
Senator Jewel has high aspirations. In the
coming Liberian Presidential Elections
her hopes are high, and she believes
that this is a step that will break another
glass-ceiling.
“As a Female Leader in my Nation, if
my party is the favorite choice of the
people of Liberia, I will become the first
Female Vice President of Liberia. This
assignment will break another glass
ceiling in our political history. But the
message I would like to send to women
of the world is that - we must continue
the struggle for women’s political and
economic empowerment, until no
one is left behind. And until women’s
participation becomes common place in
the governance structure of all Nations.
This is still our task. Let us continue the
forward march, for we still have many
more miles to cover before we can rest.”

“Charisma, that compelling charm which
inspires devotion in others - that force
of personality and strength of character
which is an undying source of inspiration
to many others, as well as the gift of
perseverance, that endurance to carry
on in the midst of life’s vicissitudes and
challenges; that spirit of indefatigability,
diligence and commitment. These are
my armor and shield in the battlefield of
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HOW TO
GET A
SOFT AND SHINY

HAIR
Oreoluwa Ariyo
Having a soft hair and shiny hair is not
as impossible as it seems, you had it
has a baby you can still have it even
has an adult. Complete restoration
can come to your hair if you are ready
to follow the steps below. In no time
it would be all soft and all shines.
WASH WITH WARM WATER BUT
RINSE WITH COLD WATER
Warm water opens a hair’s cuticle to
allow shampoo and conditioner to do
their job. Cold water helps to close
the cuticle and seal in moisture from
the conditioner — which helps your
hair look shiny and healthy. So, by all
means, take a warm shower, but at
the end, rinse with cold water.
APPLY COCONUT OIL
Coconut oil is a better conditioner
for hair. Use of coconut oil helps in
keeping the hair shimmering and
soft. Apply some oil at night and wash
your hair the next morning. Repeat
this every few days for healthy,
strong and conditioned hair. Applying
a mixture of lime water and coconut
oil can also provide relief from hair
loss. The application of coconut oil on
the head and scalp also has a cooling

effect. It can cool and soothe people
with hot heads, or those who suffer
from severe scalp sweating. Coconut
oil in your shampoo is also a plus, so
the next time you want to buy your
shampoo take note of the oils in it.

the taste and make good use of it.
Mix together equal parts conditioner,
aloe Vera gel, and honey. Aloe Vera
is an excellent conditioning and
rebuilding agent. Honey does a good
job of adding shine.

AVOID WRAPPING YOUR HAIR IN
TOWEL

AVOID STRESS

As impossible as this sounds,
wrapping your hair in a towel after
a shower can also cause breakage.
Instead, gently squeeze or blot excess
water out of your hair and leave it to
dry. P.S. No Heat.
MINIMIZE HEAT AND COLOUR
Using heat or hair dye on your hair
damages the hair over time. Try to
reduce the amount of heat that you
use on your hair by letting your hair
air dry when possible. Stretch out the
amount of time between coloring and
use color safe shampoo to reduce
hair dying damage.
ALOE VERA AND HONEY TREATMENT
Growing up, Aloe Vera was in every
backyard and it was disliked because
of the taste. You can forget all about
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Physical and emotional stress can
lead to hair loss - which is a serious
concern for most people and
something they wish to reverse.
However, due to the length of the
hair growth cycle, people often only
begin to lose their hair weeks or
months after the stressful event
has occurred. This makes it more
difficult to track, and the hair loss
can continue for several months
afterwards. The good news is that
the hair will usually grow back on its
own once the source of stress has
been removed.

STYLE
TIPS

To prepare you for the CEO Position

Felicia Ene Anyogo
‘’Give a girl the right shoes and she can
conquer the world’’. These are words
by the famous and very beautiful,
Marilyn Monroe. The women of these
generation have no time to slow down
their successes because in the world of
powerful women, there is no room for
fear. Women of all shapes, skin tones
and sizes should become aware of the
fire that they possess and own it with
grace and confidence. After all, you are
magic! If you’re looking for a way to
upgrade your wardrobe to command
power through Fashion, why not try
these style tips to prepare you for the
CEO position.
1. The colours of Authority
You probably thought the colour of
authority is black. We are changing that
notion because while you are on the way
to success, you want to be approachable
and comfortable in what you wear. Colour
plays a huge role in your productivity so
whether you feel your best in hot pink
or cool grey, be sure to wear the colours
that makes you feel happy, powerful and
capable.
2. Quantum leap in a Jumpsuit – Don’t
be intimidated if you’ve never worn one
before. Change is good and Jumpsuits
are an instant style change in your
wardrobe. It can be styled as long as you
have the right cuts. It would give you a
smart look by elongating your legs and
giving you a beautiful slim waistline.
Go for one with a solid colour to draw
attention to yourself or simply style with
a tailored blazer.
3. Wake up and Makeup – I believe that

all women are pretty without makeupbut with the right makeup can be
pretty powerful. First, your eyebrows
frame your face and are usually the
first features noticeable on your face.
When it comes to foundation sure your
foundation blends well with your skin
tone. Highlight your best features but
remember that simplicity is the ultimate
sophistication.
4. Snipped and Polished – Nothing could
improve your mood like a fresh manicure.
Keep it short and neat with a light polish
glaze for that extra glam. Go for Nude
and pastel colours in the purple and blue
pantone that will complement your skin
tone or you can command attention in
siren red.
5. Think Quality first – As you are smart in
the boardroom so should you be smart in
shopping for apparel. Your outfits should
be high quality in order for them to last
for years and not weeks. Be sure to
wear clothing that have the right fit and
appropriate seams. Look out for even
stitches and invisible zippers.
6. Accessorise – A woman should
know the power of an accessory. With
the simplest necklace or the boldest
handcuff, you can transform the simplest
of outfits and change the way you feel
on the inside and the outside. Wear an
accessory that you are proud to show off
and you don’t need to break the bank to
rock what you love.
7. Heels – Be the stiletto in a room full
of flats. Research has suggested that a
tall woman is considered more assertive,
confident, wealthier, capable, successful,

independent, and even more intelligent
than her shorter peers- Emma Kenny.
Since we all aim to become powerful,
Heels should be on every woman’s must
have list. Start with a 3-inch heel for
extra comfort.
8. Nip and Tuck – The right underwear
can change your life. Do not be the lady
that encourages visible panty Lines and
visible bra straps. A lady never shows
her underwear, unintentionally. Banish
mediocre underwear and invest in good…
no! Great underwear. If you’ve got curves
and handles, emphasis your curves using
good body shapers.
9. Print it boldly- Thankfully, we have
finally dumped the preconceived notions
that Ankara can’t be used flexibly. Go
bold with an Ankara print outfit and grab
the attention of everyone. People love to
see us embrace our culture. We are more
powerful when we embrace who we are.
10. Mine Your Mind – This is the most
important tip. With willpower and
confidence, you can do anything. ‘’I am
what I want to be’’ should be your mantra.
When you’re intentional about being
powerful, you will become powerful. Do
not only focus on looks but let your inner
self radiate on the outside. If there is
anyone you can bet or rely on, it should
be yourself.
Now that you have these style tips, we
believe you have what it takes to conquer
the world, in heels of course. What other
Style tip would you add to get the Power
woman effect?
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INNATE
P O W E R

Tina Njoku Opara

Can we describe Tina Njoku-Opara as
super-woman? As it is evident in your
successful business ventures? Tell us
about yourself.
I will not describe myself as a super
woman. Rather, I try to mirror the qualities
of ‘a virtuous woman’ as described in
Proverbs 31 in the Bible, which is the
ideal role model for all women. It is not
about being “perfect”, but living life with
a “purpose”. Inasmuch as I may not fully
reflect all those hallowed qualities of a
Proverbs 31 woman, at the same time, I
put in my best to be the ideal woman God
intends me to be. Walking with God all
the way makes me able to do all things
through Christ who strengthens me. In
Him, I am graciously super and heroic;
outside of Him, I am zero.
Primarily, I am zealous for God, my family
and my business – as the founder and
CEO of a group of companies, with focus
on our chosen fields. I am a go-getter and
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never believe in impossibilities. I, believe
that hard work and a life of faith in God
pays great dividends. Life is all about
sowing seeds, either through our words
or actions. It’s only a matter of time till
you reap what you have sown either in
the negative or in the positive.
I am a mother of 5; and a grandmother
of 4, with more to soon follow, by God’s
grace. I have learnt to live in the now –
one day at a time. I enjoy spending time
with my grandchildren; that is a source of
joy I can’t possibly explain in words.
I see life to be very simple. If life has
dealt you a rotten piece of cake and you
dislike it, don’t sit and complain, try to
get a delicious piece. If you can’t get it,
make one yourself!
You have distinguished yourself as a
leader in your industry, spearheading
a group of companies. This is already
calling on other female executives and
entrepreneurs. Are there any notes you

would like them to take?
Preparation is key. Whether in your
industry or field, always be prepared
before starting, keep preparing while in
the game, be prepared for the end result
and prepare when you start again. Do
not be afraid to venture nor be afraid
to fail. Failure will teach you how not to
fail again. Be focused, diligent and have
eye for excellence in whatever you do.
Quality supersedes quantity. It may take
a while but you stand atop when you
deliver quality products or services.
It is okay to be different. Don’t be like
anyone else, don’t be like the world
wants you to be. Be yourself.
Arm yourself with great minds. The
right people are your key to navigating
through the process of growing your
company. Never accept mediocrity. You
are second to none.
It is said that a woman’s contribution
to the growth of a nation is highly
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significant. How do you contribute your
quota to your Nation’s growth?
A woman’s contribution to the growth of
a nation is highly significant. From my
little corner I contribute my quota to the
growth of our country, Nigeria - through
job creation for over 250 employees, not
including outside vendors . These citizens
in turn pay PAYEE (payroll) taxes to the
goverment. My companies generate
ample revenues and remit federal and
state corporate taxes, education levies,
import duties and all other government
fees and levies and also personal income
tax. My contribution as an individual
is very substantial and significant . If
every individual, especially, those that
are in position to create jobs deploy
funds to create more jobs, the nations’s
unemployment rate will be drastically
reduced.
In your journey to fulfilment. What are
some useful takeaways?
There are bumps and obstacles along the
way - be sure to keep your eyes on the
goal.
Cultivate the right attitude. Pride goes
before a fall – watch it especially when
you are up the ladder. Honesty will
pave the way for you. Integrity is like a
magnet, it will attract the right people.
Be open with your colleagues and staff.
Be able to explain your goal, define how
to get there, and who is responsible for
what, when and how.
When have You Experienced The ‘Highs’
And ‘Lows’ in your Life, And How Did
They Add Up to Your Defining Moments?
The highs have been seeing my company
grow from small beginnings – in front
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of my house, to my son’s bedroom with
my small PC; to the place where we are
now – a thriving and diversified group
of companies. It is also much gratifying
having my children choose to work
alongside with me, to build and further
our legacy.
And the lows; experiencing the complete
loss of a business, and drenched in debt
due to loss of business.
I have, however, learned that failure is
an essential part of success. Failing is
easy but the challenge lies in rising up.
Keeping hope alive, no matter what, and
being able to still see through the dark
clouds.
How Are You Lifting Other Women Up
on Your Leadership Journey?
Through one –on-one counseling/
mentorship, speaking at seminars
and workshops and also, through my
life – providing a living testimony and
examples for emulation.
In What Ways Do You Deliberately
Leave a Legacy To Your Family And The
People You Are Mentoring?
By living a life of selfless service to
others. By being a person of integrity and
leading by positive example – practicing
what I preach, and living a life in God.
Walking in faith and being the ideal
woman that God intends for me to be.
Leave Us with Some Final Words:
You do not cut corners to succeed. Walk
with God and let Him mould you to
conform to His purpose. Hold the torch
for others to see.

Ekemini
Akpakpan

BOOK
REVIEW

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie gave a
popular TED Talk - ‘We Should All
Be Feminist’. The phrase itself has
become a bold fashion statement
too, not to mention that Beyoncé
wrote a song about it.

exhausted by Ijeawele’s sister-in-law
who is imposing her opinion of being
a stay at home mum on Ijeawele.
“Be a full person. Motherhood is
a glorious gift, but do not define
yourself solely by motherhood.”

Perhaps this was why Chimamanda’s
dear friend thought to consult her on
how to raise a feminist daughter. In
Dear Ijeawele; A Feminine Manifesto
in Fifteen Suggestions, Chimamanda
Adichie takes her time to expound
and share what she wrote to her dear
friend.

She observes that ‘double income’
mums were the norm in the ancient
Igbo culture. “Not only did mothers
trade before British colonialism,
trading was only done by women in
some parts of Igbo land… she would
know this if reading books were not
an alienated enterprise to her.”

Chimamanda Adichie again weighs
in on feminist matters. To start with,
she has a feminist Premise. Here
it goes: “I matter. Not ‘if only’, not
‘as long as’, I matter equally”. This
manifesto is her thoughts on how
to raise a daughter to become more
aware of her individuality rather
than her gender.

So, reading is not to be trivialized too.
In her fifth suggestion Adichie says –
“Teach Chizalum to read”. Not so she
can be conventionally educated, but
to help her form ideologies. Speaking
of ideologies, she says ‘gender roles’
is absolute nonsense.

On her list of fifteen suggestions,
‘Be a full Person’ comes first. She is

“I cannot help but wonder about
the clever Marketing Person who
invented the Blue-Pink Binary…”

“I remember being told as a child to
‘bend down properly while sweeping,
like a girl.’ Which meant that
sweeping was about being female.
I wish I had been told simply ‘bend
down and sweep properly because
you’ll clean the floor better.’ And I
wish my brothers had been told the
same thing.”
Ultimately, Adichie relates to the
stereotypes of gender ideologies. “I
am angry about racism. I am angry
about sexism. But I am angrier
about sexism than I am about
racism. Because I live among many
people who easily acknowledge race
injustice but not gender injustice.”
She urges Ijeawele to be open in
raising her daughter. “If we don’t
place the straitjacket of gender roles
on young children we give them
space to reach their full potential.
Please see Chizalum as an individual.
Not as a girl who should be a certain
way. See her weaknesses and her
strengths in an individual way. Do
not measure her on a scale of what a
girl should be. Measure her on a scale
of being the best version of herself.”
She is of the opinion of raising
a female child who is perfectly
empowered to live her best life. She
urges Ijeawele to raise her daughter
to learn that a woman that is a
mechanic is a ‘mechanic’, not ‘a ladymechanic’, and that she could have
toy helicopters, trains, and dolls too
if she likes.
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KERALA INSPIRED
PRAWN AND POTATO CURRY
Arit Okpo

PREP: 15 mins - 20 mins
COOK: 15 mins
DIFFICULTY: Easy
SERVES/MAKES: Serves 2
Ingredients
• 4 red chillies split, cut into quarters lengthways
• 1 small red onion, chopped
• 2½ cm piece of fresh root ginger, peeled and
chopped
• 1 tbsp vegetable or sunflower oil
• 1 tsp black mustard seed
• ½ tsp fenugreek seeds
• 14 curry leaves, fresh or dried. You can
substitute with curry powder plus garam
masala)
• ½ tsp turmeric
• ½ tsp cracked black peppercorns
• 250g prawns
• 150ml coconut milk
• 3 potatoes cut up into large cubes
• Sweet peppers
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Method
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

In a food processor, blitz the chillies, onion and
ginger with 3 tbsp water into a smoothish paste
Heat the oil in a heavy pan or wok. When hot,
toss in the mustard and fenugreek seeds, and
curry leaves – they’ll crackle and pop – and fry
for 10 seconds. Add the onion paste, turn the
heat down a tad and cook on a medium heat
until the water dries.
Add the turmeric, curry (if used) and cracked
peppercorns and stir the spices around.
Pour in the coconut milk and bring to a simmer,
stirring all the time. The milk will take on a
yellow colour from the turmeric.
Cook for 1 minute and then add the potatoes.
After about 5 mins, check spices and then add
prawns. Cook just until prawns turn pink and do
a final spice check
Add veggies and bring down from heat
immediately

WAKA WAKA
CHRONICLES
Susan Ekpoh

A friend shared an Instagram post about
mental slavery. From his profound message
I easily recognized which of the numerous
slave masters mentioned had held me, and
a few others captive for the longest time:
financial worries.
His few words set in motion moments of
quiet introspection about my constant
financial worry fest: lack of funds to fulfill
nursed ambitions; a bank account acting
as a tight rein on how far I can explore;
restraints on acts of altruism I can practice
on my journeys. . . As I delved deeper into
the depths of my mind something snapped
- enough was enough, there and then the
process of emancipation from my captor
began.
Likewise, waka-waka (traveling in Nigerian
Pidgin) opened my eyes to the reality
that true wealth isn’t a reflection of one’s
bank statement, but lays in the quality of
our lives, the fulfillment we derive from
each passing day of our existence. It is to
live in contentment and in equal measure
adding value to the lives of others, an inner
condition of being.
As Warren Buffet aptly put it, “People
seeking riches never have enough. Wealth is
a state of mind. Wealthy people always have
enough.”
Wealth is . . . Deeper Relationships:
My first solo trip had me spontaneously
backpacking up Obudu Mountain Resort
where earth meets sky. Here I was in
fellowship with the clouds, yet a stereotype
that as an unescorted woman I was a sex
worker, followed me around. Fortunately for
humankind and commonsense, one young
man paid no mind, he offered me a glass of
single malt whiskey and till this day we still
meet up to toast to a friendship that’s one of
my greatest assets. The stranger I met atop

the Obudu hills evolved into a dear friend
whose friendship has mirrored a sense
of self that I’ve built upon. Sometimes
one has to take inventory to be reminded
how truly wealthy they are.
Wealth is . . . Personal growth:
Complaining, wishing upon a someone,
harsh self-criticism and even self-loathe
once plagued my existence. Eventually I
learnt, albeit unwillingly, that self-love
was the freedom from my grotesque
ideas of self. A love that opened the
doors of acceptance - this is what is
present in my life and choosing to
embrace it with gratitude. Of course such
growth doesn’t come easy. I remember
landing OR Tambo from a journey in the
idyllic town of Port Alfred. As I walked
through arrival shrieks from loved ones
excited to see their significant others
filled the air, instead I was greeted by a
momentarily sadness - no one was here
for me. The pre-travel me would have
complained bitterly and wallowed in
self-loathe. Instead I climbed up to the
gift shop and got myself a blossoming
welcome bouquet of flowers, because
life is too short to wish upon a someone,
love yourself exactly how and where it’s
needed.
Wealth is . . . Life’s Simple Pleasures:
When last did you dance in the rain?
Wake to nature’s own alarm of melodic
nightingale song? Watch the sun go to
sleep? Or be present in the moment
your toddler wants to cuddle without
entertaining distractions? An ability
to enjoy these simple pleasures while
stripping ourselves of incessant
accumulation of material things adds
value to our lives. One of my favorite
things to do in a new town is to savor the

taste, smell and feel of local food; I derive
so much joy from this simple activity. Make
time to enjoy the simple things, stop and
smell the roses, figuratively and literally.
Wealth is . . . Freedom:
True wealth is freedom. To abide by your
own terms and conditions, being free to
focus on passion and the things that matter
most to you in life. Some people argue
money is a necessity to achieve this, I beg
to differ. Yes, money would serve as a tool
but elevating it to a place of necessity is
quite ludicrous. Case study: 2017 has been
a year of financial hardship for me yet I’ve
travelled more, experienced unbridled
freedom, indulged passions. It has been
the best days of my life even with an
almost always zero bank account balance.
How? I challenged traditional assumption
and leveraged limited resources to find a
wealth of possibilities then got creative. I’d
request a free ticket in exchange for solving
a problem or crafting words. If I, Her Royal
Highness Queen of Lazytopia can, how much
more you?
This article was penned not only as a physical
reminder of a point in time I broke free, but
to encourage anyone willing to seek out true
wealth. When it gets difficult I revisit my
friend’s mantra to be encouraged:
“I free myself from financial worries.
I empower myself to live and love fully and
completely.
I empower myself to attract the right people
and ideal circumstances.
I empower myself to stand up for my beliefs.
I empower myself to accept myself as is.
I empower myself to take inspired action
to see my dreams and visions through to
manifestation.”
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RELATIONSHIPS
simplified

Buchi Akpati

If you’re anything like me, you wish to have long-lasting and
healthy friendships and relationships with those you care about.
Yet, when the inevitable misunderstandings occur, reality hits,
and it becomes evident that no two people are exactly alike. The
question then arises: how can I sustain my relationships and make
it through the tough times together without drifting apart after
clashing? The key is in maintaining open communication, learning
how to effectively listen, and living out the virtue of humility.
Communication, as they say, is an art. The interesting thing to note,
though, is that we often “communicate” to be heard, and to prove,
protect, or defend our point. This tends to unveil our underlying
pride, as it then becomes difficult or almost impossible for us to
admit our wrongs. In turn, this pride leads to strained relationships
and possible brewing resentment. So, what is my remedy? I would
prescribe frequent, consistent feedback, with full understanding
that: Your friend is imperfect, you are even more imperfect, and
there will be times when you will be wrong, even if you do not
agree. Relate with your loved one in an effort to understand him
or her, flaws and all. Cultivate the habit of requesting genuine
feedback frequently. Genuine, meaning you will not put words into
your friend’s mouth to dilute their feedback, pressure them into
an immediate answer, or argue against their opinions about your
friendship.
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Thinking global is journey and doesn’t happen overnight.

Ijeoma Ndukwe
MD/CEO Bubez Foods Ltd.

Mogul in the making

Tell us About Yourself
As some of you know my name is Ijeoma
Ndukwe MD/CEO of Bubez Foods Ltd
popularly known as ‘Nwanyiakamu’ which
is a literal translation of the lady who sells
pap. I chose this name to serve as my
elevator pitch, Smart right? **laughs**
When and How did you start your
Business?
I started this business in August 2012
in my kitchen with N200 and a dream. I
needed another stream of income as my
clothing retail business was already a time
bomb waiting to happen. I built a factory
between Dec 2014 and May 2016. I hired
my first staff in July 2014 when I was still
producing from home and the first set of
factory hands June 2015.
How were you able to Grow your
Business?
You can’t grow a successful business
of any magnitude without asking deep
questions. I didn’t grow overnight. I
made Google my best friend. Whatever
idea you have in your head key it in the
search engine in the raw form. In my
case I searched for foods packaging fairs
and I attended the one held in Dubai.
Discovering the solution to any issue is by
knowing clearly what problem you intend
to solve. I was clear I wanted to solve
hygiene and convenience challenges for
busy moms. So I focused on that aspect of
the challenge by asking, how do I present
pap in a hygienic way?
What are the Challenges of Growing a
Business in Nigeria?
The challenges are enormous till date,
from funding and HR, to high cost of doing
business in Nigeria as a country. I run a
cold supply chain so you can’t even begin
to imagine the rate of damages as a result
of the power problem in the country.
What mistakes have you made & the
Lessons you have learned from it?

The mistakes I made are unquantifiable.
At the time I started, there were not
much people into foods processing
at the rate we have it now. So I made
very expensive mistakes, stumbled
and picked myself up. The key lesson
I learnt is to always invest in personal
development. Read more and learn
more in the area of your business.
What Do You Need to Know Before
Starting a Business?
You need to decide early in business
from your developed vision statement
how far or how wide you want to go.
I am a bit clear that farming is one
of the last things we would ever do,
because our mission statement also
says” Creating value out of Traditional
meals”. So this means we would be
more focused on forward integration
than backward integration. In business
the higher you go up the value chain
the more your margins and most likely
higher profits. An example is that of a
farmer, manufacturer and restaurant.
Teaching clarity is one of my areas of
core competence. As a small business
you develop your operating procedures
as you move along in the journey.
You may not have the capital to hire
management consultants to help
from the onset. So you figure out who
you need to help you with tasks and
responsibilities so that you can focus
on ‘working on the business’ and not
‘working in the business’, by doing the
things that are of utmost priority and
that is how you build an organizational
structure.
You need to track your expenses and
your income as a business no matter
the level of your business. I say focus
on your cash generating activities. The
things you spend money on do they
generate money for you? This point
can’t be overemphasized especially as
a startup.
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Every industry has guiding principles or
standard operating procedures. Find out
what it is and follow it. In the food industry
which I operate in, it is NAFDAC here in
Nigeria and in the US is FDA. You don’t
have to be all set, enquire and start from
where you are and with what you have
You are the chief brand strategist for
your business. What do you want the
business to portray?
As a business owner you must be solving
a problem, focus on the benefits to the
consumer not your purse. Branding is
intangible and tied to your authenticity.
Your Brand is a sum total of intangible
expressions conveyed from the logo to
name and product value. You must know
who your customers are from the start
so that you’re not positioning the right
product to the wrong customer and vice
versa. To develop a winning marketing
strategy, you must look at the product
market mix not just a blanket approach.
This is the best time to be in business, the
free use of social media platforms as a
tool to market your product/service.
Where you thinking of going Global from
Onset?
Thinking global is a journey and doesn’t
happen overnight. I was thinking
global but I was selling with disposable
take away packs. Then my packaging
graduated and where we are now is not
the final packaging. Thinking global
is about thinking outside the box and
shoving mediocrity. Thinking global is a
mindset. To overcome that mediocrity
thinking, watch others who have gone
ahead of you. Go to the stores and look at
international products and use them as a
yardstick for measurement.
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Leadership Stories

I am Indianavon Patience Dangaru popularly called
Diana. I am a passionate educator and one of very few
Special Needs Consultants in Nigeria. I started a consult
where I train teachers, parents and caregivers of children
with Special Needs. I also take on awareness campaign
to educate the masses on several special needs conditions like Autism, Dyslexia, Down Syndrome and many
others.
- Indianavon Patience Dangaru
AWLO Abuja Youth Council Coordinator
About a year ago, 10th July 2017, I had the honor and
outmost privilege to have been installed as the 30th
president of the Rotary Club of Amuwo. Under my
leadership, as a President of a Rotary club, we disbursed
micro credit facility, secured grants and donated facilities for vocational aptitude, and offered free health-care
services. My commitment was to make a significant
difference in my little corner of the world.
Annie Essienette
AWLO Lagos Chapter
I am very passionate in the cause for women and young
girls. I have in the last three to four years been on a mission to getting young ladies off the streets and assisting
them in different skills and provide money for start-ups.
Through my organizations a few ladies have been assisted with accommodation and empowerment to start
up small businesses. Leadership for me is about service
to humanity and not building of self-ego. It is a selfless
service to mankind.
Olaoluwa Nene
AWLO Lagos Chapter

to unemployment.
I set out to collaborate with teams, institutions, churches, and organizations to assist in raising skill acquisition
programs that will endeavor to raise entrepreneurial
people.
Mrs. Yakie Ebisidor Favour
Rivers State Chapter
I drafted the domestic violence bill in Nigeria and carried
out a campaign for its passage into law at the National
Assembly and in 12 states in Nigeria. An encounter with
a girl being sexually abused by her father during that
campaign, led me on a 10-year journey that resulted in
the setting up of Mirabel Centre- a sexual assault referral center that provides free medical and psychosocial
support. We have provided free support to over 2700
sexually abused people.
Itoro Eze-Anaba
AWLO Lagos Chapter
My name is Zannie N. A Odoko, in my area, I give out
scholarships, celebrate Christmas for less privileged
kids, and support widows. I organize free Leadership &
Entrepreneurship trainings, cohost socio-political roundtables, I organize yearly talent hunts for teens and award
scholarships, and quarterly visits to elderly people’s
home, children’s ward in hospitals, motherless babies
home, prisons, and home for the handicapped. These
and many more is how I practice Leadership.
Zannie Odoko
AWLO Rivers Chapter

I found myself in a position, having tasted a hard start
up in life, with a profound desire to create a difference in
the life of many especially the youth and widows in the
society. My interest led me to identify 2 areas; Widows
with no handiwork and Youth engaged in social vices due
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Reports

ABUJA CHAPTER

The activities of this year have been pivotal in our growth and existence as a chapter of
AWLO.
In a team led by myself, AWLO Abuja Chapter visited New Kuchingoro Internally
Displaced Persons (IDP) Camp on 29th April 2017.
The camp is home to children between the ages of 1-15 years, who are deprived of
basic education due to the Bokaharam attacks that made them flee their native homes.
At the Camp, AWLO’s #1Mother1Child School has 120 students, with teachers who
come on a weekly basis. The purpose of the school is to prepare students for Secondary
School Certificate Examinations and Unified Tertiary Matriculation Examinations. Five
of the beneficiaries have recently gained admission to University, and four in boarding
schools in Nassarawa, and several others have passed the examinations. Food Items and
toiletries were also donated to the camp through their Chairman.
On the 3rd of June 2017, the AWLO Abuja Youth Council was inaugurated. Since
starting, The Youth Council Coordinator; Ms. Indianavon Patience Dangaru has
opened craft clubs in secondary schools in Abuja where Children are thought to make
accessories from Ankara fabric. Proceeds from the club membership subscriptions go to
charity. Plans are currently underway for the craft clubs to begin export.
A youth council Member; Hope Okpanachi, with a passion for arts also volunteered to
give proceeds from her painting to taking care of vulnerable children within the city of
Abuja. We are also currently planning a charity art exhibition- ‘Paint a Mother’.
AWLO Abuja chapter asks for donor agencies worldwide to support the chapter
financially.

Mrs. Doris Joseph

Chapter Coordinator
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LAGOS CHAPTER

This year of our operation as a chapter of AWLO saw us increasing in numbers of
membership, numbers of volunteers, Ambassadors, grassroots connectors and friends of
AWLO.
AWLO International expects her chapters to define the focal points of their operations in
the process of achieving the primary objectives of AWLO. In the quest to achieve these
objectives, the chapter has launched various projects and strategic programs that targets
women. These programs cover economic empowerment and health care.
GCEP (Grassroot Empowerment Project)
Unveiled on the 30th day of May 2017, this project which has seen 350+ Indigent women
of Lagos given free cervical cancer screening and trained on management of small scale
business, was created to improve the economic well-being, skills, health and general
standard of living of under privileged women in our communities. 52 others were given
financial help and capital for their businesses in partnership with Access Bank Nigeria
Plc. 55 more are currently undergoing orientation for commencement of trainings and
studies.
AWLO POST CONFERENCE
To further ensure that the Women in our chapter who are not well privileged do not miss
out in the benefits of AWLO Conferences, the Chapter kick started the hosting of Post
Conference Town Hall meetings where the gains of the conference are brought home
to the Women who are not disposed to attend Conference outside the shores of Our
Country. We had over 70 women in attendance. 50 books on personal development were
distributed.
AWLO LAGOS STAR TEAM COOPERATIVE
In July 2017, AWLO Lagos launched her cooperative society named AWLO LAGOS STAR
TEAM COOPERATIVE and have started building streams of membership for wealth
creation amongst members and friends of AWLO. The initiative will improve the benefits
and value derived by members while creating a strong bond amongst them.
We are grateful to have enjoyed the support of our members, the Lagos State Ministry
of Women Affairs and Poverty Alleviation Lagos State, Medical Women’s Association of
Nigeria, DEGAB Logistics, and many others too many to mention.
We have positioned as a strong Chapter of AWLO and we are calling on Governments,
Organisations, other NGOs, Financial Institutions, Groups and Individuals for
collaboration and support to effectively drive all programs through for real impacts,
change, measurable and tangible results that will add value to the Nigerian Society and
stand the test of time.
Leadership is Influence
Leadership is Transformation
Leadership is Empowering people
Leadership is Service
In AWLO LAGOS we run our race to Influence, to Transform, to Empower and to Serve!!!
SO HELP US GOD.
Mrs. Maureen Omeibe
Chapter Coordinator
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Mrs Maureen Omeibe AWLO Lagos Chapter Coordinator

Beneficiaries Receieving Their Holding Hands Lifting up from the Founder’s
wife Mrs Enoh Attai

GCEP Beneficiaries

Participant responding to questions

The Coordinator AWLO Lagos Mrs Mureen Omeibe speaking on GCEP

From left Cordinator with the founder of self worth orgnisation
during post conferemce town hall meeting April 2017
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AWKA IBOM CHAPTER

AWLO Akwa Ibom State Chapter was inaugurated on the 11th June, 2015. A 5-person
Executive team led by the Coordinator, Chief Magistrate Helen I. Umana was created on
13th January, 2017. The chapter at the time had a membership strength of 20 people.
In line with AWLO’s #1mother1child# Project, the chapter visited the Mother Charles
Walker Orphanage Home at Use Offot Anua Uyo, Akwa Ibom State on 26th January,
2017. The Chapter presented various gifts to the children at the Home. Members offered
prayers for the children; for God’s guidance and provision for the home. The visit gave
members the opportunity to experience the children’s needs and problems. And to assist
in paying the school fees of some of the children.
On 7th March 2017, The International Women’s Day Celebration, the chapter
collaborated with the International Federation of Female Lawyers (FIDA), and National
Association of Female Journalists (NAWOJ). The event focused on Violence against
Women. And assisting women who have suffered violence to get access to legal aid and
counsel.
On the 16th March 2017, the Chapter inaugurated her Youth Council made up of sixty
(60) young ladies. The essence of the Youth Council is to mentor and empower the next
generation of female leaders in the state.
The chapter designed an advocacy Project called “ILEAD Senior Secondary School
Debate”. It will complement the Akwa Ibom State Government’s effort of empowering
and protecting the rights of children, in both private and public schools. The model
was designed to create a platform for children to be inclusive in discussions that
threaten their chances of becoming effective leaders of tomorrow. The ‘ILEAD Debate
Competition’ was flagged off by the Founder of AWLO Hon. Elisha Attai with the support
of the immediate past Commissioner for Women Affairs (Hon.) (Mrs.) Eunice Thomas.
The chapter hopes to partner with Government, corporate organisations, and individuals.
We look forward to achieving more positive impact in Uyo, and Akwa Ibom State at large.
We are AWLO! We’ve Got the Power!

Chief magistrate Helen Isang Umana
Chapter Coordinator
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RIVERS STATE CHAPTER
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Sexiest
KADUNA CHAPTER
Turn On.

It is said that when we support the emotional, financial, educational and even spiritual
growth of young women and girls we raise the quality of life for everyone around them,
and those they come in contact with in life. Because when women lead, they not only
lead in business but in their community. They fight for their children and give a voice to
issues that are important to the future in terms of education and healthcare.
We are supporting the girl-child through mentoring. We hope to encourage the ambitions
of our mentees, build their confidence, keep them on track by helping them set goals
and working towards achieving them. Girls are known to be generally smart and capable,
most of the time they just need role models to be their inspiration and give them the
right push.
Our Goal
At African Women in Leadership (AWLO), Kaduna Chapter we will start a pet pilot
mentoring platform. we are not starting big but small, this will enable us check the
impact and ensure our goals and objective are achieved, when that is done we hope to
keep expanding on the number of mentees. As a pilot programme, we hope to start with
between 4-6- girls/young women. Our mentees will be drawn from gang neighbourhood
and families torn apart by poverty, drugs, alcoholism and abuse.
We are looking to have:
1. Young women and girls who will be passionate about making the world a better place.
2. Young women/girls who are self-confident.
3. Young women/girls who are self-reliant and having great leadership and public
speaking skills.
4. Young women who are better managers and can balance life and work.
Our Strategy
•

Program will be coordinated by a program staff, and headed by the program manager;

•

An appropriate mentoring model will be chosen;

•

Criteria for choosing mentors and mentees will be developed;

•

Critical components of the program will be defined;

•

Interviewing of potential mentees

•

Mentors are recruited, trained supported;

•

Matching Mentor to mentee

•

Start organizing program.

Esther Tayo
Chapter Coordinator
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THE AWLO MANDATE
WHO WE ARE

African Women in Leadership Organisation, AWLO, is
a not-for-profit organization open to all women leaders
across Africa and women of African descent across other
continents. AWLO seeks to advance the status of women
in leadership by creating an empowering platform and
harnessing the synergies of alliance. It is a cohesive and
inclusive organization driven by a membership of dynamic women of worth.
The mission of AWLO is to bring together female executives, professionals and leaders to further advance the
leadership status of women and fulfil the objectives of
the organization.
AWLO’s vision is of a continent in which women take their
rightful place as home and nation builders with equal opportunities and equal access in all areas of existence.

HOW WE WORK

We are an international organization coordinated from
our international Administrative Head Quarters in Lagos
Nigeria. AWLO was founded in 2009, and is governed by

an organized structure led by our Founder/President,
Board of Trustees, Patrons, and Global Executive Council. Our network of Chapters spread across Africa, United
States of America, the United Kingdom and Sweden, strategically position us for impact at the grassroots, as we
can easily integrate members.

Our Objectives are:

•To foster an alliance amongst African Women in political
positions, community leaders, Executives, Entrepeneurs
and others.
•To challenge African women to aspire to leadership
roles in their respective countries
•To create awareness for good conduct in office for women in leadership
•To create a platform for unity, solidarity, cohesion, dialogue, and networking amongst members, for self-development
•To support and initiate strategies that improve access
to legal, political, economic, educational, technology,
and health services in the advancement of the status of
women
•To promote respect for the human rights and fundamental freedoms of a woman
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AWLO Toastmasters Club Makes Debut on 12th July
2017 in Lagos

Sexiest

What do you get when you join two #Phenomenal
Not-for-Profit organizations such as African Women in
Leadership Organization and Toastmasters International
together? - PHENOMENAL raised to power 2 - AWLO
Toastmasters Club HQ
Communication Matters in Life
Communication is the key to personal and career success
and effective leaders communicate effectively.
Thanks to the visionary founder of African Women in
Leadership Organization - Honourable Elisha Attai, the
Chairperson of AWLO Youth Council and Leadership
Academy Mummy Dr. Arene and the persistence and
determination of the Charter President of AWLO
Toastmasters Club who is also Director of Strategy
and Research of the AWLO Youth Council Florence
Olumodimu. Toastmasters International the world’s
largest organization dedicated to helping people achieve
their potential by developing members’ communication
and leadership skills is here to add value to the lives of
members of AWLO and the community at large.
Effective communication is the key to success in most
avenues of life, whether that be in your personal
relationships, in your work life, or in your everyday tasks
to get things done.
Many people find public speaking a fearful aspect of life
and struggle to find their voice and get their message
across effectively. In over 15,900 clubs globally, including
38 clubs around Nigeria, members learn public speaking
and other valuable interpersonal and leadership skills in
a warm and supportive environment. Every Toastmasters
club shares the same mission, clearly defined in the
following mission statement:
“We provide a supportive and positive learning
experience in which members are empowered to develop
communication and leadership skills, resulting in greater
self-confidence and personal growth.”
Regardless of your background, Toastmasters is the most
efficient, enjoyable and affordable way of gaining great
communication and leadership skills.
Better Speaking - Toastmasters will give you the skills
and confidence you need to effectively express yourself
in any situation. By learning to effectively formulate and
express your ideas, you enter a new world of possibilities.
You will be more persuasive and confident when giving
presentations, pitching your business, impacting your
community and you will improve your one-on-one
dealings with others.
Better Leading - Leadership is the art of empowering
others to do what you wish to be done. To do so, you
need to know how to communicate with others and work
as a team to achieve goals. In a Toastmasters club, you
will do both. You will find out how to vary your approach
to suit the needs of different people, whether they are
the audience for a speech, the committee for a fundraiser,
or co-workers and managers.
The benefits of joining a Toastmasters Club include:
• A unique means of learning and improving your
communication abilities within a supportive and
motivational atmosphere of growth, fellowship and fun
with your fellow Toastmasters club members in a learnby-doing approach.
• Access to professionally prepared educational materials
and resources on: public speaking; interpersonal
communication; leadership; listening; critical thinking;

effective evaluation; facilitating and participating in
discussions; techniques to enhance presentations
involving technological resources; event management;
parliamentary procedures; and running effective
meetings.
• Continuing development of, and exposure to, proven
communication techniques.
• Increased confidence, ability to organise logical thought
and present it self-assuredly, and better understanding of
interpersonal relationships.
• Experience in leadership development through training,
involvement and activities.
• Unlimited opportunities for personal and professional
advancement based on improved abilities and expanded
experience.
• All members receive “the Toastmaster magazine” –
every month the Toastmaster provides new insights on
communication techniques, ideas and opinions.
• Affiliation with an internationally renowned educational
organization.
How does it work?
The environment we provide is friendly and supportive,
and the self-paced programme allows you to build
confidence with each speaking assignment.
You develop and practice your skills through delivering
prepared speeches, filling meeting roles and/or
participating in impromptu speaking sessions, called
Table Topics.
Constructive evaluation is the heart of the Toastmasters
programme. Each time you practice your communication
skills you will receive written, verbal and informal
feedback which will point out strengths you demonstrate
and suggest areas where you can continue to develop and
improve your skills.
How do I join?
There are over 38 clubs to choose from in Nigeria;
over 15,900 around the globe with over 345,000
members globally with each Club having its own unique
personality.
Joining is easy, speak to your AWLO Chapter President
to find out when an AWLO Toastmasters Club will be
opening up at your Chapter. Joining is as simple as filling
out the membership form and shortly afterwards you
will receive your New Member Kit and on your way to an
exciting period of learning and personal development!
About Toastmasters International
Toastmasters International is a worldwide not-for-profit
educational organisation that empowers individuals
to become more effective communicators and leaders.
Headquartered in Rancho Santa Margarita, California,
the organisation’s membership exceeds 345,000 in
more than 15,900 clubs in 142 countries. Since 1924,
Toastmasters International has helped people from
diverse backgrounds become more confident speakers,
communicators and leaders. For information about
Toastmasters International visit www.toastmasters.org
and for more information about AWLO Toastmasters Club
please contact us via email: Phone:
AWLO Toastmasters Club meets every 2nd and 4th
Wednesday of the month from 2pm -4pm at the AWLO
Headquarters in Ikeja, Lagos Nigeria.

Turn On.
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AWLC GHANA 2017
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ANA 2017
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AWLO! What an honor and a privilege
to share my views on the true
foundation of building wealth, by
building yourself, which to me is
building a lasting legacy for generations (Daughters, Wives, Mothers)
to come. But before going into that
I would like to thank the Hon. Elisha

fellowship together as wives, as
sisters (young and old) and as the
daughters of the Most High God. It’s a
movement that is needed for women
to know who they are, why they were
formed, the power they carry and to
build a lasting legacy by first building
ourselves.

MY VISON
FOR THIS
GROUP IS
TO HAVE A
SAFE HAVEN,
WHETHER
IT BE THE
ONCE HOUSE
TO HOUSE
MEETING
OR 3 TIMES
A YEAR
SEMINARS/
CONVENTION

My vision for this group is to have a
safe haven, whether it be the once
a month house to house meeting, 3
times a year seminars/convention,
online for ex: Facebook, WhatsApp
etc. where we as married women can
ask questions, learn and feel safe to
talk about various concerns and/or
issues.

Attai President/Founder for the opportunity to write in the very prestigious AWLO Magazine.
Married? Let’s Talk! aka Happy Wife
Happy Life International birthed 10
years ago in Snellville, Georgia is a
movement ordained by God for all
Married woman to pray together
for marriages, to minister to each
other and to teach and learn from
one another. A forum where God
is the Center, the Designer and the
Orchestrator of our life and marriage.
Married? Let’s Talk! aka HWHLI meet
physically once a month in their communities, cities, state and eventually
different countries worldwide to

Today we see that divorce is
extremely rampant and I truly
believe it’s because the older married
women/mothers are too busy with
the hustle and bustle of life that
they have totally forgotten that
daughters are watching them. Due to
the lack of structure, lack of fatherly
love and lack of motherly education,

Rasheeda Omolade-Sule

mostly a mother’s fault, we have no
time to monitor what the children
does). As a Coach, I train wives on
how to find purpose in their marriage
and how to fulfill their dreams while
nurturing their family by having one
on one sessions, group teachings and
educating them to know their role as
a woman, as a wife and as a mother.
Teach them to STOP! take a much
needed break and spend time with
and for themselves. We must balance
each role as a wife, create time to
spend with our husbands by going
out on dates, as a mother create time
for the children because they grow
quickly and before you know it, they
are gone and as a women continue to
fulfill purpose for yourself along the

AS A COACH, I
TRAIN WIVES
ON HOW TO
FIND PURPOSE
IN THEIR
MARRIAGE
AND HOW TO
FULFILL THEIR
DREAMS
way.
Book is coming out in November!

many daughters have married for the
wrong reasons. Moreover because
of our society older women do not
have time to teach, to train or to
nurture daughters to know their
roles and responsibilities as a wife,
a mother and a woman. Children are
raised and consumed by technology,
they no longer have a caring heart
or compassion towards anything
other than social media and the new
and upcoming cell phone (which is

I am Available for speaking engagements to teach, train and educate
wives on who they are and why we
are the SALT of the world!
Thank you
Rasheeda Omolade-Sule
I am an Author, Coach and Founder of
HWHLI
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A GOODWILL MESSAGE to
AWLO FOUNDER Hon. Elisha Attai
Our precious Leader,
At my age and with my accomplishments in life, I thought I was almost
done until by divine arrangement I got connected with AWLO, and you as
the founder and leader. It was auspicious!
I now discover with your powerful espousals for women’s advancement in
life and leadership that I, like many other women, have not challenged my
mind, and the opportunity of life sufficiently!
As the famous psychologist William James revealed, even the most
effective women and all human beings alike have not, and do not utilize
up to 10% of their capacity and potential before they die, and late Myles
Munroe opined that the richest place on earth is the grave where there are
buried so many talents.
Dear AWLO leader, I am thankful to God for connecting me with you and
your great and noble cause.
With your inspiration and selfless continuous espousals, I see a wide vista
of opportunities and challenges. My mind, and life are more challenged
for uplifting and repositioning of women for more contributions to the
betterment of the world and the quality of human life.
I bless you, precious leader, and thank you for nudging women to arise to
greatness and distinctive legacy!
Thank you, and may God sustain you, grant you grace not only for the
huge success. of Atlanta, but for continuing traction and
realization of your noble goals!
Dr. Violet Arene
AWLO Global Youth Matron
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Management and Staff of Dwelling Healthcare Services Llc Congratulates Chief and Lolo Ben Osuagwu; The
Patron & Youth Matron AWLO USA & The Entire AWLO On Its Diaspora Conference in Atlanta Georgia.
Emanco Energy Oil and Gas Congratulates Chief and Lolo Ben Osuagwu; The Patron & Youth Matron AWLO
USA & The Entire AWLO On Its Diaspora Conference.
Faze 2 Beauty and Barber Salon. Hair Institute of Delaware 302-328-7891. Congratulates Chief and Lolo
Ben Osuagwu; The Patron & Youth Matron AWLO USA & The Entire AWLO On Its Diaspora Conference in
Atlanta Georgia.
The Executive Board of Directors of U-Go. Parking with Ugo Enterprises Inc. Philadelphia, Pa USA.
Congratulates Chief and Lolo Ben Osuagwu; The Patron and Youth Matron AWLO USA & The Entire AWLO On
Its Diaspora Conference in Atlanta Georgia
Secure Home Health Care Inc.
891 Hyde Park Avenue Ste 3
Hyde Park, Ma 02136-3267.
Congratulates Chief and Lolo Ben Osuagwu; The Patron and Youth Matron AWLO On Its Diaspora
Conference in Atlanta Georgia.
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Ibom Smile Campaign, is
powered by Queen Mercy
Atang, the reigning Miss
International World classic
2017. Crowned in Miami
Florida USA. This project is
aimed at putting Smile on the
faces of women and children
of Akwa Ibom state.
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Thank you for standing by us every step of
the way. You are one of the reasons we are
still standing
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GHANA:
B837/7 Shiashia Close,
North Kaneshie, Accra.
P.O. Box CT 1434,
Cantonments,
Accra.

INTERNATIONAL ADMIN HEADQUARTERS:
AWLO House, 6 Alhaji Bankole Crescent,
ABC Estate, off Adeniyi Jones Avenue,
Ikeja. Nigeria.
+234 706 681 9901, +234 806 628 5116,
+234 808 771 9510 +234 802 247 3972 .
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SOUTH AFRICA:
Newlands Shopping
Centre CNR. Dely Road / Lois
Road, 1st Floor, Suite 104
Newlands, Pretoria,
South Africa,
+27-845-105871

UNITED STATES:
5855 Jimmy Carter BLVD
Suite 190, Norcroos
GA 30071-0000
+1 404-547-0528,
+1 404 -964-9596.

